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Profi le
Founded in 1881, Meikosha, Ltd. was the forerunner of today’s OKI and Japan’s 
fi rst telecommunications equipment manufacturer. Meikosha’s success came 
from the company’s “enterprising spirit” to attempt to become the fi rst domestic 
manufacturer of telephones only fi ve years after Alexander Graham Bell’s inven-
tion of the telephone in 1876.
 Underpinned by this “enterprising spirit,” which has been nurtured and passed 
down throughout the Company’s long history, OKI has developed and provided a 
succession of products that have contributed to the development of today’s infor-
mation society. Always in the vanguard of technology innovation, OKI began selling 
computers containing Japan’s fi rst domestically developed core memories, devel-
oped the world’s fi rst cash recycling automated teller machine (ATM) that recycles 
deposited bills as funds for withdrawals, developed LED printers, and introduced 
the fi rst Voice-over-Internet Protocol (VoIP) system to the Japanese market.
 As a company that supports social infrastructural development, OKI will quickly 
grasp and incorporate the needs of the market into the development of products 
that satisfy customers, while contributing to the development of an information 
society. Guided by its brand statement, “Open up your dreams,” OKI will dili-
gently strive to achieve the dreams and hopes of stakeholders, to become the 
preferred global partner of choice and achieve continuous growth.

  Annual Report 2017 is published with the aim of disseminating useful information to investors and other stakeholders.
   In addition to OKI Group’s fi nancial information such as business activities and results for fi scal year 2016, this annual report also includes information 
about our environmental, social, and governance (ESG) initiatives.
  For specifi cs on our policies and systems in the areas of environmental and social matters, please visit our website.
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